Last term Mr Ta had a wonderful idea – to paint poles using some Indigenous patterns and symbols and to put them in the garden near the office. The Indigenous Group was quickly onto it (with the help of Wally and the input of many parents and caregivers) and have spent every lunchtime on Thursdays for over a term helping to make the Indigenous Friendship Poles a reality.

On Friday we were fortunate enough to have the Deloittes people help dig holes and concrete in our poles. The poles look amazing where they are and they did a great job of making them look good making sure to angle each in the best possible position to show off the unique designs.

So a big thank you to those wonderful people from Deloittes, Wally and Mr Ta for making our poles look amazing and for all the students in the Indigenous Group who helped paint and come up with the designs and patterns.

Another big thank you to students from 2R who put in time on Fridays and all those students and teachers (Mrs Vo) who volunteered to help paint during lunch.

You are all truly amazing and now you can see all your hardwork everytime you come to school.

Miss Ricketts
Indigenous Education Coordinator